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#26 ISAIAH BEALE

MAYO TEAM BREAKDOWN

The youngster is averaging a healthy 

7.1 YPC and has scored 11 TDs.

#56 ETHAN KRAMER

 The reigning all-district lineman leads 

the team with 7.5 sacks and has 

racked up 31 tackles. He returned his 

first career INT for the game-winning 

TD against Owatonna late in the fourth 

quarter.

#12 REESE GRIMSRUD

His sparkling completion percentage 

(66%) is remarkable for a first-year 

starter. He's thrown for 21 TDs and 7 

INTs.

#44 RUDY LOZOYA

A punishing two-way starter, the 

senior is a disruptive on the defensive 

line and a load to bring down with the 

ball in his hands. He rumbled for a 54-

yard TD vs. the Huskies in Week 1.

The 2-way star has been a full-time 

starter since he was a freshman and 

has developed into one of the sharpest 

offensive tools in Class 5A. He leads 

the state with 1,078 yards.

#11 CARTER HOLCOMB

SENIOR, FB/DL

SENIOR, DL

JUNIOR, QB

SOPHOMORE, RB

MAYO INDIVIDUAL BREAKDOWN MAYO TEAM BREAKDOWN

KEY PLAYERS

JUNIOR, WR/DB

DEFENSE PROFILE
u  ROCHESTER MAYO is of the top 

defenses against the run in all of Class 

5A. Even top-ranked Mankato West 

struggled to gain traction against the 

experienced Mayo front and posted a 

season-low 86 yards in the a Week 5 

comeback. Mayo is an aggresive, ball-

hawking group and often uses big plays 

to spark its high-octane offense. They 

have forced twice as many turnovers as 

OHS (10 INT, 7 FR) and racked up 21 

sacks. The only phase Mayo hasn't 

excelled has been its pass defense and 

has allowed some generous numbers 

through the air. The 308 yards it 

permitted against the Huskies in Week 1 

is actually the second-highest single-

game total they've allowed as Austin's 

Jake Lang gashed them for 388 yards 

and four touchdowns. There's no doubt 

Mayo's propencity to build huge leads 

has inflated the numbers to some 

degree, but no defense is perfect.

u THE SPARTANS boast a versatile and wide open attack, but contrary 

to many contemporary high school offenses, they don't operate as a 

blistering pace and are equally comfortable grinding out tough yards on 

the ground as they are airing out deep. The coaching staff has designed  

a deliberate template for each position group and the program has risen 

to a new level by simply plugging in athletes that are bigger, stronger 

and faster than previous iterations. Rees Grimsrud is the latest in a long 

line of accurate passers to come through the system and it didn't take 

long for him to start torching defenses. Isaiah Beale fits the team's 

typical mold of a hyper-fast and agile tailback and could ultimately prove 

to be the best of the bunch. Carter Holcomb is an entity unto himself and 

one of the sharpest offensive tools in the state.

Isaiah Beale
PASSING

Rees Grimsrud

RECEIVING

Carter Holcomb

OFFENSE PROFILE

STAT LEADERS
RUSHING

OFFENSE BASICS
u Pistol set / shotgun

u Multiple coverages
u Aggressive and athletic

u Superb with run-pass
u Spread out / 3 WR

Rochester Mayo

SPARTANS
DEFENSE BASICS
u 4-3 base / 2 safeties
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